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The thesis provides an interest ing and comprehensive analysis of the EU regional
policies and issues related to the economic convergence. The thesis demonstrates the author' s
familiarity with the literature . Lt d J CS not bnng extensive quantitative analysis, nor is it
theore tically one ntec . The thesis ah.o suffers from fairly frequent language errors or type s.
Nevertheless I find the thesis acceptable and very goo d indeed . Therefore, I recommend th e
th esis for th e defence an d sugge st grade A ("""j-bOf Ol:;"). Should I have the option. I would
give it A· for reasons elaborated below.

The crucial issue of the thesis, i.e. to what extent does the EU regional policy foster
convergence among its regions, remains mysteriously absent from the thesis. The author
dwells on the issue only briefly at the end of the thesis. On page 71, she mentions "many
evaluation studies" but does not specifv their results , Table 5 on page 74 then addresses the
issue in gross ly ove rsimplified manner - the amount of assistance is not even converted to a
more appro priate measure, as such percentage of GDP. It is obvious that euro 22bn in Greece
is relatively far more important than euro 20bn in Swede n.

Other con m ents are rather rtinor . In the abovementioned table 5, the author suddenly
changed numbering of tables which is confusing.

The discussed proposal for the 2007-20 13 budget was dismissed by the European
Council in Jr.nc 2005.

Numbers in table 4.1.3 on page 49 do not add - any explanation for that?

Why Greece and Portugal could NOT pursue the tourism strategy touted in Spain (p .
56)?

Overall very good thesis on the margin between A and D, with A more likely.

Ohdrej Schneider




